Hong Kong Tax Incentive for Corporate Treasury Centre (CTC)
Half Tax Rate Qualifying CTCs can enjoy concessionary tax rate of 8.25% (i.e. half of the prevailing profits tax rate of 16.5%) on

profits derived from certain corporate treasury activities, subject to satisfaction of certain conditions.
Intra-group financing business

Substantial activity requirement

borrowing money from and lending
money to associated corporations in
the ordinary course of business

• Profit-generating activities are carried
out in Hong Kong
• The level of the activity in Hong Kong
can be measured by various indicators
• number of full time employees
• amount of operating expenditure
incurred

Qualifying CTC

Benchmark (for reference only):

a corporation centrally managed
and control in Hong Kong

• Not less than 4 borrowing or lending
transactions each month;
• Each transaction exceeds
HK$250,000; and
• With not less than 4 associated
corporations in the basis period

Corporate treasury service

corporate
treasury
activities

providing to an associated corporation
Examples:
• financial advisory service • letter of credits
• provision of guarantees • assistance in M&A

Corporate treasury transaction

carry out by
itself in
Hong Kong

“Standalone”
entity

entering into by the CTC on its own account and related to the business of an
associated corporation. Examples:
• invest the funds of the associated corporation in deposits, bonds, notes, other
financial instruments
• enter into contracts (foreign exchange, forward / future, swap, options etc.) for
hedging interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, etc.

financial
institutions
excluded

substantial
activity
requirement

Tax concession by election
• Irrevocable once elected

Anti-tax arbitrage rule

• no overall tax benefit from a
group’s perspective

Standalone entity / Safe-harbor rules
• Standalone: does not carry out in Hong Kong activities other than
corporate treasury activity
• Multi-function: engages in certain level of income-generating activities
unrelated to corporate treasury would only be qualified if it meets the
safe-harbor rules i.e. “profits test” and “asset test” (75%).

Service offerings
CTC Planning
• Recommend a tax efficient structure and “operating guideline” in order to qualify for CTC regime
• Advise on the tax issues that may arise from establishing a CTC
Implementation
• Review loan/service agreements
• Perform transfer pricing benchmarking studies and analysis
• Tax compliance for CTC
• Apply for certificate of residence in HK for treaty benefit purposes
Review
• Review current financing arrangements for potential tax risks
• Advise on the eligibility as CTC
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